
 

 

The comparative study of texts from different contexts enables audiences to discern disparities in 

the values of different societies. Yet, the emergence of challenging, radical perspectives alongside 

traditional discourses reveal humanity’s underlying propensity to resist and destabilise didactic 

forces, that is common to all contexts. Jane Austen’s 1813 Regency novel Pride and Prejudice, and 

Fay Weldon’s 1984 epistolary text Letters to Alice affirm this, by subverting the prescriptive 

societal values in their respective context, thereby championing female empowerment through 

assertion of identity, autonomy and individual growth.  

 

Resistance to didacticism that seeks to privilege a single source of authority or truth remains 

central in human nature, across borders of time. Both Austen and Weldon demonstrate this aspect 

of human nature, yet their expression of this resistance is markedly different in response to 

divergent contexts  

 

Austen’s radical objection of Regency England’s view of marriage as exclusively a social and 

financial contract where women are subsumed by patriarchal dominance establishes her 

resistance against the didactic forces impressed upon the female identity. This is evident by the 

ironic and hyperbolic tone of the opening line, “it is a truth universally acknowledged that a single 

man in possession of a good fortune, must be in want of a wife”. The high modality of “must” and 

metaphor of financial acquisition through nouns of “possession”, “fortune” and “rightful property” 

contribute to the humorous critique of the issue. Austen’s juxtaposition of protagonist Elizabeth 

Bennet and Darcy’s marriage to other marriages which serve as satiric targets strengthen her 

denunciation of the traditional view of marriage. The absence of “respect, esteem and 

confidence” in Mr and Mrs Bennet’s marriage connote an incongruous relationship, and 

Wickham’s inability “to resist an opportunity of having a companion” denotes Lydia’s exploitation 

in their impetuous marriage. In contrast, Austen positions the Elizabeth and Darcy marriage “to be 

a union that must have been to the advantage of both” due to equality of mind and experience 

between the couple. Elizabeth’s rational evaluation that “his (Darcy’s) understanding… though 

unlike her own, would have answered all her wishes” denotes a partnership of respect, mutual 

benefit and understanding. Elizabeth’s ability to negotiate a viable identity and voice in marriage 

articulates the realisation of female empowerment in the social and domestic sphere of Regency 

England. In effect, Austen champions Mary Wollstonecraft’s assertion of a wife as an equal rather 

than a dependent, made possible through her own cultivation of mind. In fostering a sense of 

empowerment, Austen transcends didactic codes for marriage.  

 

Unlike Regency England, the 1980s context of Letters to Alice saw greater freedoms for women in 

marriage, particularly in a period succeeding Second Wave Feminism. Yet, the need for Alice to 

negotiate her identity and make impactful choices in her context, just as Elizabeth Bennet and 

Jane Austen did in theirs, is articulated when Weldon affirms women’s writing as a valid genre of 

resistance against perceptibly outdated discourses. Aunt Fay identifies for Alice the connection 

between Austen’s reconceptualisation of marriage in Pride and Prejudice, and Virginia Woolf’s 

sentiment that women writers have the role of counteracting the stereotypical, sacrificial state of 



 

 

womanhood, by “killing the Angel in the house”. She further highlights Austen as an agent of social 

change, whereby present participles and onomatopoeia such as “shaking”, “rumbling” and 

“frightening” in the metaphor of desperate motherhood describes the nature of Austen’s writing 

as a mechanism actively galvanising change, rather than passively accept predominant ideals of 

society. Thus Aunt Fay encourages Alice to emulate the attitudes of Austen and Woolf and assume 

her moral purpose in resisting didacticism, by “building (her own) house in the City of Invention”, a 

central metaphor aligning authorial composition with new insight and perspectives. Weldon’s use 

of biblical, archaic diction when stating “If society is to advance, then those that hath must 

empathise with those that hath not” identifies how the location of social morality is no longer 

found in religious dogma, nor “English Literature”, but rather in social empathy through the desire 

to teach each other.  It is this desire that enables Alice a young author in the 1980s, to adopt 

Gloria Steinem’s sentiment of “going to the head of the river” and trigger social progress in 

transcending the dominant, myopic view of the world, just as Elizabeth and Darcy’s eventual union 

is a testament to their ability to transcend strong social discourses.  

 

Austen and Weldon’s rejection prevailing discourses surrounding identity are centred on concepts 

of self-determination, choice and growth. In the climactic encounter between Lady Catherine and 

Elizabeth, Austen establishes a binary opposition between between the values of the two 

characters, and in effect satirises the prevailing view of identity being fixed and inherent. Lady 

Catherine’s suggestion to Elizabeth about “not quitting the sphere in which you have been 

brought up” employs legal discourse that enshrines a fixed view of identity as defined by social 

hierarchy. Further, the rhetorical question “Are the shades of Pemberley thus polluted?” 

metaphorically encapsulates Elizabeth as an intrusion into the moral dimension of Pemberley, due 

to her inferior status. Austen defies such orthodoxy, and like Wollstonecraft, resists the 

convention that women must be subjugated by the collective social voice. Elizabeth’s forthright 

yet measured tone in stating “I am only resolved to act in that manner…without reference to you, 

or any person so wholly unconnected with me” offers syntactical balance to Lady Catherine’s 

inflamed attitude, and instead cultivates an identity protected by rational thinking, determination 

and self allegiance. Elizabeth further undermines Lady Catherine’s suggestion to “quit the sphere” 

in asserting “He (Darcy) is a gentlemen, I am a gentleman’s daughter, so far we are equal”. Her 

disregard for social class as a mitigating factor of identity exhibits her refusal to be confined by the 

social prescriptions of her context. Austen facilitates a radical challenge to her society’s view on 

identity via the speech of a younger, unmarried woman to an older, more influential Lady.  

 

Weldon appropriates Austen’s courage to “wage a fearful battle” with the “real world” by 

championing women who resist the culturally or socially defining attributes of identity. Through 

Aunt Fay, Weldon depicts Austen as an embodiment of Elizabeth, who “suggests for the first time 

that the personal, the emotional, is in fact the moral” when Elizabeth asserts to Lady Catherine 

that it is her moral right to act in a way that constitutes her personal happiness, without reference 

to prescribed conventions of society. While Alice does not need to negotiate social class structures 

to assert her identity, it is Austen’s attitude of “using her own thought, her own moral courage, 



 

 

and simply her opinion” that Aunt Fay instills in her niece. Alice’s inferred developing identity 

enables the discernment of similar values surrounding self determination, choice and growth, in 

echoing the sentiments of Germaine Greer, whose publication “The Female Eunuch” articulated 

the importance of constructing one’s own values, even if they are at odds with popular opinion.  

 

 


